
 

 

 

New on the market—brake calipers without core charge processing 

The brake caliper portfolio from brake specialists Hella Pagid have been proven in use and established 

on the market for a long time. The product range is now being expanded by 112 new brake calipers 

for the independent aftermarket. The special feature: The new products are handled completely 

without core charge processing! 

Core charge processing means challenges 

It is especially small and medium-sized wholesalers and workshops who can speak about this firsthand: 

Products with core charge processing place additional demands on resources, particularly in the form of 

process costs, capital lock-up and storage capacities. The old parts need to be stored somewhere – thus 

using up a lot of space, which is oftentimes quite scarce in small enterprises. 

With or without core charge: Workshops have the choice 

It is also from this viewpoint that, to start with, Hella Pagid has now expanded its brake caliper product 

range by 112 new products without core charge processing, which cover a variety of popular vehicle 

makes. These products enhance the existing "Reman" portfolio, i.e. remanufactured brake calipers that 

do have core charge processing. 

Going forward workshops will thus have the choice – and will be able to decide between coconscious 

refabricated brake calipers with core charge processing and new parts without core charge. When 

exchanged for new parts, the old brake calipers can be immediately disposed of, thus not requiring any 

storage capacities. 

Accessories are already included 

Each of the products of the new parts product range without core charge include a premium accessories 

kit alongside the actual item. Components such as grease, rubber parts and screws, as well as 

corresponding guide bolts, are all included. With a clear advantage—time-consuming cleaning efforts or 

expensive additional purchases are therefore unnecessary. 

Christian Berlich, Product Manager at Hella Pagid, on that point: "Every time the brake calipers are 

replaced, we recommend that the guide bolts be replaced as well, so that the sliding mechanism of the 

floating caliper functions flawlessly and the brake pads wear evenly and without noise. Therefore, we 

supply workshops with the complete package outright." 

High parts quality 

Just like the Reman products, the new core charge-free brake calipers from von Hella Pagid go over well 

thanks to their premium parts quality, which is ensured by audited manufacturing processes and testing 

processes. These test processes include pressure tests, emergency brake function tests and a 

painstaking final inspection, among others. Only those products that have successfully passed all testing 

procedures are delivered to customers. All cast calipers produced at Hella Pagid receive a special 

surface treatment—a further positive for the quality of the parts. 

Conclusion:  An alternative that is worth your while 

Thanks to the new core charge-free Hella Pagid brake calipers, workshops can now select a convenient 

alternative without needing to make trade-offs, maintaining the usual product quality they are used to. 

With its parts product range of new parts, featuring 112 brake calipers to start with, Hella Pagid is the 

first supplier on the market today to offer such an efficient solution! 


